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 Why did I become a scientist anyway?
 The Oberlin College years
 Graduate School – Why Brandeis?
 Why did I go into X-Ray Astronomy?
 The Columbia University years
 Why join NASA?
 The building of a scientific cathedral
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 What do I want to be?
 Poet’s physics course
 Discovered my uncle!
 Grades!
 Working in the laboratory
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 The influence of my uncle on my choice
 Team experience
 That wonderful feeling of being the first 
person on earth to know something that no 
one has known before!
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SEX = Super EXplorer
PIG = Principal Investigator Group
 Why do post graduate work there?
 The excitement of opening a new field
 Learning how to “be” a scientist
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 How does one create x-ray emitting stellar 
coronae?
 To understand the evolution of quasars and 
clusters of galaxies
 To measure key cosmological parameters 
such as the Hubble Constant independently 
of traditional (optical) approaches
 To understand the life cycle of stars, with 
emphasis on neutron stars and stellar mass 
black holes
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 Chandra was recommended #1 priority in the 
1980 National Academy Decadal Survey
 The burden of HST 
 The imposed tests
 Technology demonstration
 Full mirror test
 Major descoping
 Remove servicing
 Chandra launches in 1999!
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Telescope Citations Papers Cites/paper
Chandra 16936 723.5 23.41
HST 15390 1063.1 14.48
VLA 8478 582.2 14.60
Keck 8122 356.6 23.33
XMM-Newton 7993 332.0 24.08
VLT 5696 345.5 16.49
AAT 4592 170.2 26.98
 What is dark matter?
 What is dark energy? 
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